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Abstract

The presented project explores the current theoretical and experimental tools avail-
able within the study group for the Future Circular Collider (FCC) with focus on the
electron-positron collider. The aim of the study is to evaluate the current frameworks
used for simulation, and investigate the possibility of simulating long-lived particles,
that could be dark matter candidates, through them. Pythia cards were run through
the framework of Delphes and several different software packages were studied on the
journey through the work. It was found that the current framework reconstructs the
masses of a Z bosons and Higgs bosons accurately from the ZH signal, which is cen-
tral for the analysis at the FCC-ee. When the same analysis was applied for the new
physics case of a dark matter particle included in the new card for study, a ROOT file
was produced indicating that the framework was able to handle the new case. When
this card was run through the analysis software however, difficulties arose and a final
output could not be achieved. Conclusively, it can be said that the current framework
has the possibilities of handling new physics cases but further study is required to be
able to run certain software packages on these cases.
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1 Introduction to the FCC-ee project

1.1 Significance of the FCC-ee project at CERN
With the discovery of the Higgs boson at the world’s largest particle physics labo-
ratory, CERN, the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has been deemed com-
plete [1]. This has however not closed the room for further development in particle
physics, on the contrary, it has opened the door into a range of discovery possibilities.
These possibilities, diverging from the SM, involve finding candidates for dark matter
(DM), explaining the matter-antimatter asymmetry, unifying the four known forces
and much more [2].

Since 2008, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, which is till date the largest
and most powerful particle collider in the world, has been supplying the world with
ground breaking discoveries. At the moment, the LHC is being upgraded to the high
luminosity LHC or HL-LHC, which aims to increase the total number of collisions in
order to study fundamental particles in much greater detail [3].

However, to be able to advance in the journey towards new physics and new discover-
ies, the next generation of particle colliders has been proposed. The Future Circular
Collider (FCC) program has been proposed to take over after the LHC era. The goal
of the FCC program is to greatly push the energy and intensity frontiers of particle
colliders, with the aim of reaching collision energies of about 100 TeV, in the hunt
for new physics [4]. According to the European Strategy Group it has been advised
to pursue an electron-positron collider followed by a hadron collider, hence it is ad-
vantageous for the FCC to be the next big step because it will not only be able to
carry out both the mentioned experiments but also be able to reuse the same cavern
for both experiments [4].

The FCC program has been planned to be placed on the border of France and Switzer-
land and be hosted in a circular tunnel of a circumference of almost 100 km, using
the LHC as a component of the accelerator chain. The complete FCC program has
been planned to be split into three steps [5].

The first part is the FCC-ee which will focus on colliding electrons and positrons at
several center of mass energies (

√
s). It is planned to produce about 1013 Z0 bosons

at
√
s = 91 GeV , 108 WW pairs at

√
s = 160 GeV, 106 Higgses at

√
s = 240 GeV ,

and over 106 tt̄ at
√
s = 350 − 365 GeV . The second step is the FCC-hh which will

collide hadrons, more specifically protons at
√
s = 100 TeV . This would correspond

to more than 1010 Higgses produced. Finally a third parallel option is the FCC-eh
which would collide electrons with protons at

√
s = 3.5 TeV [5]. This project is

dedicated to the FCC-ee program.
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1.2 Purpose, aim & goals of the study
The following section describes the significance of this study in terms of the pur-
pose, aim and goals of the work. It also gives a short outlay of the structure of the
report.

1.2.1 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to be able to contribute to the growing LLP study group
for the FCC-ee program. This contribution takes several different forms, including
both evaluation work as well as testing new approaches for the study.

1.2.2 Aim

The aim of this study is to lead up to the possibility of being able to produce es-
timations of sensitivity for specific long-lived particle benchmarks where long-lived
particles or LLPs can be described as particles that have on average longer lifetimes
than other particles. It needs to be highlighted that this aim also is one of the big
case studies of the entire new LLP study group at the FCC-ee in CERN. Some light
also needs to be shed on the fact that this is something that has never been done
before. Hence it can be said that keeping this as the aim of this, in comparison, small
project too, results in a rather wide aim. Nevertheless, by fulfilling certain goals the
work of this project aims to produce useful pointers in direction of which continued
study can be carried out to reach the final aim.

1.2.3 Goals & sub-goals

As stated, because this study has a very wide aim, it has several goals that need to
be reached in succession in order to come as close as possible to reaching the final
aim of the work. The first goal is to be able to run the existing generation setups,
which are the scripts containing the processes expected at the FCC-ee, and produce
distributions to confirm that the expected outcomes can be reached.

The second goal is to study the new DM Pythia card. This card has been created in
order to see the effects of DM in the established framework and contains an LLP to
be studied.

A sub-goal of this project is to provide important input and feedback to the software
group of the FCC-ee on the continuously developing and updating software. Since
this project focuses on using the current simulation framework present, evaluation of
the framework is a very natural part of the work.

Furthermore, given the fact that the use of the present simulation framework to sim-
ulate anything concerning LLPs hasn’t been tested before, such evaluation provides
valuable feedback on whether the existing framework is adequate for this work, or if
it needs to be modified and adjusted to meet the needs of the study. This is impor-
tant not only because it aids in the improvement of the present framework but also
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gives indications as to whether the given framework is suitable for the study of new
physics.

1.2.4 Report layout

This report first presents some background and theory on the subject of study along
with certain literature references for further references. Thereafter, the results from
distributions and outputs from scripts are presented followed by a discussion of the
presented results. A conclusion, summarizing the study and its findings is then pre-
sented, followed by a short outlook on the future possibilities of the FCC-ee program
and this study.

2 Theory on FCC & particles of interest

2.1 Justification for the Future Circular Collider
In June 2020 the European Strategy Group published a document called Update of
the European Strategy for Particle Physics [6]. This document provides a vision for
both the short-term and long-term future development of particle physics research.
In this document, under the section called High-priority future initiatives the most
vital initiatives are listed, the first one stating the significance of the FCC-ee as the
next big step.

"An electron-positron Higgs factory is the highest-priority next collider. For the
longer term, the European particle physics community has the ambition to operate a

proton-proton collider at the highest achievable energy. [...]" [6]

"Europe, together with its international partners, should investigate the technical
and financial feasibility of a future hadron collider at CERN with a centre-of-mass
energy of at least 100 TeV and with an electron-positron Higgs and electroweak

factory as a possible first stage. [...]" [6]

This lifts forth the importance of the FCC, with focus on the electron-positron collider,
as the next big step to explore uncharted territories.

The FCC-ee is planned to have a energy range from about 88 GeV to 365 GeV to be
built on by the following colliders [7]. This strategy can be seen to have been adopted
from the development of the LHC from the Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider
where the LEP collider was used to reach the aimed energy for the LHC [8]. This is
adopted for the planned development from FCC-ee to FCC-hh.

The mentioned energy range for the FCC-ee allows for probing of the Z boson pro-
duction, the W boson-pair production, the Z- and Higgs boson production as well as
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the top-pair production [9]. The comparison of this energy range to the energy ranges
of the other currently present electron-positron colliders is presented in Figure 1 to
show the complementarity with other colliders and give a feel for the opportunities
of the FCC-ee.

Figure 1: Comparison of the energy ranges for current and future colliders. Figure taken
from presentation by Rebeca Gonzalez Suarez [9].

As can be seen from Figure 1, the FCC-ee offers the largest luminosities till date.
From this, the ultimate precision achieved is 100000 Z per second, 10000 W per hour,
1500 Higgs bosons per day and 1500 top quarks per day. Due to this the FCC-ee is
considered to be a Higgs factory since it will create such great numbers of Higgses.
From this, the precise determination of the properties of the Higgs boson will be
possible. This means that from the Higgsstrahlung process of e+e− → ZH the event
rate is the largest at center of mass energies of

√
s ∼ 240GeV [7].

Two detector designs and concepts have been proposed and studied for the FCC-ee.
The first one is the CLD design which has been adapted from the CLIC (Com-
pact Linear Collider) and updated to match the needs of the FCC-ee. The other
detector that has been of interest is the proposed IDEA (International Detector for
Electron-positron Accelerator) design that has been specifically designed for the FCC-
ee project. This detector has been designed in an optimal way to benefit from the
incredible statistical precision of the FCC-ee [9].

Apart from the already mentioned great study possibilities at the FCC-ee, it also
has potential towards new discoveries in a number of beyond the Standard Model
(BSM) scenarios. One is the direct search for FIPs or Feebly Interacting Particles
which are particles with extremely low couplings. These could for example be DM
candidates. They could also have a connection to the neutrino masses and play a role
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in explaining the Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe (BAU). These could further
manifest as long-lived signatures. Another possibility is the discovery of particles
called ALP’s or Axion Like Particles which are a type of hypothetical bosons derived
from what is known to be true about bosons for the SM of particle physics [1, 9].

Both the above mentioned possibilities manifest as LLPs that travel different distances
inside the detectors producing distinct experimental signatures [9]. In this project,
the main focus of the LLPs will be the Heavy Neutral Leptons or HNLs.

2.2 Long-Lived Particles
LLPs are particles that have a lifetime long enough to create distinct signatures in
a collider. From the SM, there are many LLPs, for example the neutron and the
muon. With the colliders present today, the collision energies are constantly being
raised in order to study particles that have heavier mass and shorter lifetimes than
the particles already found. When considering BSM physics however, there is the
possibility of particles existing that have long lifetimes for reasons such as having
weak couplings, degenerate masses, heavy intermediate particles mediating decays
etc. These are the particles that are considered to be the BSM LLPs [10].

These LLPs are expected to be detected through for example their direct interaction
with the detectors, or through their decay occurring at a detectable distance from
their original production point or primary vertex [11]. The latter one is what is
considered to be a displaced vertex decay. This arises from the LLP being inside the
detector when decaying, giving rise to decay products that would be visible, creating
a displaced track [12].

The detection of LLPs can be technically very complicated. The ATLAS and CMS
detectors for example were built to detect particles that decay instantaneously after
being produced in collisions and this is what determines the trigger and reconstruction
methods [13]. For this reason, work is ongoing at present detectors to maximize
the sensitivity of the searches for LLPs. There have also been proposals for the
construction of dedicated LLP detectors for the upgrade to the HL-LHC [12]. Building
detectors optimized for the search for LLPs is also under consideration for the FCC
project.

LLPs feature in a variety of BSM models. Due to the extensive work done on this
topic and the restricted span of this report, I would here like to refer to the work of the
LHC LLP Community from the publication "Searching for long-lived particles beyond
the Standard Model at the Large Hadron Collider" [14]. This publication includes
all the significant aspects of LLP studies from models and experimental coverage to
reinterpretation of searches and phenomena like dark showers. In the following section
I intend to give a short summary of the most relevant theories that would produce
LLPs at the FCC-ee such as the process used for the simulation in this project.
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2.2.1 Exotic Higgs decays

In the planned collisions of the FCC-ee the electrons and positrons will collide to
produce a Z boson along with a Higgs boson. These will in turn decay according to
their respective branching ratios, into their different decay products. This is the main
Higgs boson signal at the Z run of the FCC-ee. Higgs production is relevant since the
Higgs boson could have exotic decays to LLPs.

When considering exotic Higgs decays to LLPs, the focus can be placed on scenarios
with displaced hadronic final states or missing transverse energy cases. The analysis
could be built on reconstruction of displaced secondary vertices and the application
of specific selection cuts to eliminate background from the SM [15].

Since the Higgs boson has the possibility of creating several different associated pro-
duction modes [14], there are many possible combinations for the exotic Higgs decays
to LLPs [15].

2.2.2 Dark Matter theories

DM is arguably the biggest question in particle physics today. Its existence is a well-
established experimental fact and searches for DM from BSM physics are being carried
out vastly. The evidence includes for example the rotation curves of galaxies and
the variations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). All made observations
connected to DM give strong evidence for DM to only interact via gravity. Little is as
of today understood of this matter, but about 80% of all the matter in the Universe
is theorized to be dark [16].

DM theories are very central to this project because LLPs could be possible DM
candidates. There are several different types of DM theories giving rise to LLPs.
Some DM theories encompass models where cosmological DM is produced as a final
state in the collider process [14].

Several of such models show that collider phenomenology and LLP lifetimes can be
connected to the abundance of DM remains after a decay. For LLPs that decay within
the cavern of the detector, missing transverse energy is one of the most important
signatures at detector-level of a DM candidate [14].

2.2.3 Heavy Neutral Leptons

Finally, there are many different types of possible LLPs. The type that is of special
interest for this project is the HNLs because these are the expected LLPs to show
up from the collision at the FCC-ee since such neutral leptons only interact via the
already existent neutrinos or the Higgs boson. They are supposed to have a mass
within the range of GeV to tenths of TeV [17].

HNLs have been predicted in two ways, either through a vector-like extension of the
SM or through a model known as the see-saw model. HNLs can hence be described
as vector-like heavy leptons that have a mass that is much greater than the mass
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of the existent leptons from the SM. These HNLs are defined as spin-1/2 fermions
that attain no colour, and the interesting ones for this study are considered to be the
ones with a right-handedness, or that the spin is in the same direction as the motion
[18].

HNLs can also be described through the see-saw mechanism. Since it has been estab-
lished from the neutrino oscillation experiments that neutrinos have mass, theories
have been developed to explain how the neutrinos get their mass. Neutrinos can be
considered to be Majorana particles, that is, they are their own antiparticle. Then,
it can be idealized that such light neutrinos have heavy counterparts which mix with
the light neutrino contributing to their mass though a see-saw mechanism. These
heavy counterparts are then considered to be the HNLs [18].

As mentioned in the introduction, there are still many mysteries within particle
physics including for example the BAU, the absence of DM candidates, and the
neutrino mass. Several new theories that aim at finding an explanation for such
interesting phenomena include new neutral leptons in their theories [17].

3 Method for execution of the work

As already mentioned, the work of this project has no predecessor, meaning that there
has been no work done on exactly this topic before. Studying the effects of generating
a LLP in a simulated collision at the FCC-ee using simulation software like Delphes
is something that is now being done for the very first time.

Due to this, a major part of this project involved finding out what type of analysis
would be appropriate for the study. That means that there was no set path or specific
method that could be applied to carry out the work of the project. Rather, it was a
work of trial, error and learning, that helped evolve the method of approach.

Several different approaches were tried, and when some gave way, the method of
approach was altered by for example switching to a different code development branch
or using different sourcing in order to try new approaches that might help advance the
work. Given the fact that this is a very fresh topic for simulation studies, the software
used for such simulation was being developed simultaneously as this project was using
the software to carry out the work. For this reason the software kept changing and
upgrading during the course of the work causing some extra issues. Following is a
description only of the set of steps that yielded a positive outcome.

The main idea was to test the official FCC software which is under development and
will be used for official estimations to justify design choices and budget of the project.
Therefore it was decided that the best way to start the study was by following the
guidelines from the FCC study group. These guidelines offer testing that focus on
the main research channel to be studied at the FCC-ee which is the ZH production.
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These guidelines also included steps on how to generate new events within the software
framework. Before that could be done however, the setup had to be validated.

To start off, 10000 event Monte Carlo samples for the ZH signal and some of the back-
ground processes, ZZ and WW, were run using the FCC-ee benchmark parameters
for the Z-pole. The Monte Carlo generation had two steps. The first step concerned
the physics and was done in Pythia [19]. The three processes studied had previously
been written into Pythia cards by several theorists working on this area. It contains
descriptions of the particular processes and defines different settings like the beam
characteristics or event generation specifications.

The second step concerned the detector simulation and was done in Delphes [20].
Delphes is a C++ framework that can perform fast multipurpose detector response
simulation. It should however be mentioned that recent discussions within the LLP-
FCC-ee group have highlighted the possibility that Delphes might not be the optimal
framework for carrying out this work in the future. It still however serves as a proper
start to understand what outcomes can be expected till a more suitable option is
developed.

When Delphes was configured, and the Pythia cards inserted, the events for the
signals and the background could be studied through the software packages FCCSW.
Thereafter, before the next step was taken in the process of analyzing the simulated
events, a new framework was unofficially published called EDM4HEP. The head of
the software team expressed that they were slowly moving from the old FCCSW to
EDM4HEP framework. It can be said that EDM4HEP is an upgrade from FCCSW.
This framework was then also tested with the three established Pythia cards in order
to make sure that the same output was achieved as when using FCCSW.

After this had been confirmed, the next step focused on analyzing the simulated
events. For this, a package called FCCAnalyses was used. The format of the simulated
events was a ROOT file [21]. The framework includes different analysis tools that
allows for kinematic cuts in different physics objects such as leptons and jets, and
also includes a plotting framework to visualize distributions of interest. The analysis
framework further applies proper signal normalization to the signal according to cross
sections and a benchmark luminosity.

After validating the available software by studying mass reconstructions, the final
distributions of the relevant variables were investigated and then a displaced signature
incorporated in terms of the Pythia card on DM. This card was then included in the
framework the same way that the previous Pythia cards had been.

The knowledge and experience from running the old Pythia cards were applied to the
new card. It was run through the same steps but due to the continuous updates of
the software combined with the card being untested, it caused certain difficulties in
running the files. Nonetheless, the ROOT file for the new card on DM was eventually
produced by only running it through FCCSW but not with EDM4HEP. The following
step in this study was to try to apply the FCCAnalyses on this card. For this, all
the python files concerning pre-selections, final-selections and plotting were modified
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and re-written in order to fit this new card. Running this DM card through the
FCCAnalyses in order to generate distributions from the produced events turned
out to be quite difficult. New errors appeared each time it was run, depending on
the sourcing of the code, and pointed to errors in files that I had no access to edit.
Debugging continued without much change in outcome.

4 Results

This section presents the results obtained during the simulation processes through
Pythia 8 and Delphes in the FCC software (FCCSW). The results can be divided up
into the results achieved from running the three well established cards and the results
achieved from the new DM Pythia card.

4.1 Results from the established Pythia cards
The three well established Pythia cards that were studied and that made the basis
for the simulations of the first part of the study included the processes:

e+e− → ZH → Z to µµ and H to anything

e+e− → ZZ → Z to anything

e+e− → WW → W to anything,

The ZH is the main Higgs production channel at the FCC-ee, and two important
background processes are the ZZ and WW. In the real collisions there will of course
be many other processes produced as well. The Feynman diagrams, or the pictorial
representations behind the mathematical descriptions of the behavior and interaction
of the particles, is presented in Figure 2. The Pythia cards for these processes can be
found in the appendix, Section 8.1.

Figure 2: Feynman diagrams of the Higgs production processes at the FCC-ee [22].
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The results from these simulations are some final high-level distributions. The in-
variant mass of the two muons compatible with a Z decay is reconstructed. Why
this variable is of importance will be discussed further in the discussion Section 5 in
relation to the distributions.

Before starting off with describing the distributions, it can be useful to first describe
the labeling of the plots. On every plot presented, at the top left, four rows of
information concerning the plot is presented: the center of mass energy, luminosity,
reaction considered and specific selection cut.

The first row states the center of mass energy
√
s as 240.0 GeV and this is the energy

of the incoming beam of the electrons and positrons used for the simulation. The
second row states the luminosity of the beam as L = 5ab−1, this can be explained as
a measure of how many collisions are happening in the simulated accelerator. Then
we have the third row presenting the path of the process, and following that we have
a row that describes all the different selections applied to that specific plot.

4.1.1 Z boson mass

In Figure 3, the mentioned information from the previous paragraph can be seen on
the top left. To the top right, the legend can be seen for the signal of ZH which
is the red line along with the background for WW and ZZ for the blue and green
respectively. The selection is set to Z=1 to search for the reconstruction of the two
muons. The invariant mass of the two muons compatible with a Z decay is then
reconstructed. From this figure the mass of the Z boson is plotted against the events
on a logarithmic scale. A sharp peak from the signal ZH can be observed at around
90 GeV and the background can also be seen clearly. In Figure 4 a zoomed in version
of the peak is presented where the exact value for the peak can be read off.
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Figure 3: Z boson mass distribution for signal and background.

Figure 4: Zoomed in version of the mass of the Z boson distribution for signal and back-
ground.
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4.1.2 Number of bjets

In Figure 5, the number of produced bjets in the event is presented as given by the
signal in red. The background from the WW and ZZ can also be observed.

Figure 5: Number of nbjets distribution for both signal and background.

4.1.3 Higgs hadronic bb mass

In Figure 6, the Higgs hadronic bb mass can be seen against the normalized events in a
logarithmic scale. The Higgs hadronic mass is the mass of the b quarks after decaying
from the Higgs boson. This is the signal from the red graph. A peak can be observed
at about 125 GeV. Background from the ZZ decay can also be observed.
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Figure 6: Higgs hadronic bb mass distribution for both signal and background.

4.2 Results from running the DM Pythia card
The new Pythia card that was studied for this project can be found in the appendix
Section 8.2. This card contains a dummy variable which in this case is set to a
dark pion which is a DM particle. This variable can easily be changed to fit the
requirements of the work.

The result from the run of the DM Pythia card is a ROOT file. The output can
be found in the appendix, Section 8.3, where the Pythia output is seen along with
the Delphes simulation output. The main result from here is that a ROOT file was
produced at all, indicating that the system is able to handle a card with a displaced
particle on it.

5 Discussion

In order to find estimation of sensitivity for LLPs, the aim of this project was divided
up into several goals. The first goal was to test the available preliminary analy-
sis framework, based on Pythia and Delphes, and certify that sensible results were
achieved in terms of mass reconstructions of the interesting particles, the Z boson
and the Higgs boson.
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Thereafter the gained knowledge was to be applied to the new Pythia card containing
an LLP, in order to deduce whether sensitivity for LLPs can be found through the
present framework of Delphes since this has never been done before. If this can be
done, the study was to be continued in order to find estimations of sensitivity for
LLPs. Delphes reconstructs the particle and makes assumptions on what the particle
is. Therefore, the main task was to check whether Delphes was able to detect a
different signature.

A sub-goal of the project was to provide feedback on the framework and software used
during the span of this project. This was reported directly to both the supervisor
of this project, Dr. Rebeca Gonzalez Suarez, as well as to the head of the software
framework team for the FCC project, Dr. Clement Helsens. Feedback included
information on for example certain deprecated files present within the framework,
shifting branches, and missing sources.

The rest of the discussion will be dedicated to discussing the specific results from the
old and new Pythia card studies. From the results, as presented in Section 4.1, the
different variables can be reconstructed. The interesting particles are the Z boson
and the Higgs boson because it is the decay products of these bosons that make up
the main signal and hence also the interest for the FCC-ee project.

This is of interest because the knowledge from these processes can be applied to the
new card, results of which are stated in 4.2, in order to study for example LLPs and
HNLs. This helps to find answers to many unanswered questions as stated in the
introduction, Section 1, as well as lead to discoveries of new particles.

5.1 Discussion of results of the Z boson mass recon-
struction

The reconstruction of the Z mass is vital for the FCC-ee. When all the data collected
from the collision comes out, it needs to be identified where there is a Z boson in
the final state. For this, the condition of Z=1 is set. Since the Z boson decays to
two muons as Z → µ+ µ−, the invariant mass of these two muons is reconstructed in
order to find the peak in the distribution. Once the mass of the two muons has been
reconstructed, it can be used as identification in the analysis to simply tag that event
and pick it out from the background.

In Figure 3 and 4, a sharp peak can be observed at about 91 GeV. The established
value for the mass of the Z boson is said to be 91.1876±0.0021 GeV [23]. Hence, it can
be stated that the mass of the Z boson has satisfactorily been reconstructed.

It should also be noted from Figure 3 that the observed peak has good resolution.
Since the muons are well reconstructed, the Z boson can also be reconstructed in a
clean way. This also helps at later stages when the signal is to be tagged from the
background as it makes it easier to identify the peak.

When looking at the background in Figure 3 and 4, the background from ZZ also
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peaks at the same area as the ZH signal. This is to be expected as the background
from ZZ has Z bosons and hence also gives rise to the same peak at the Z mass. The
WW background however does not peak and can be removed efficiently.

It has to be noted however, that due to the simulations having only 10000 events, the
statistics are not enough to produce smooth plots. Hence uneven surfaces, and gaps
in data can be observed. This could easily be handled by increasing the number of
events, but it was not done during this project since it would take too long for the
analysis.

5.2 Discussion of results for the bjets
Figure 5 showed the number of bjets produced during the process of the event. A jet
can be said to be a spray of particles (hadrons) so a bjet can be described as a jet
coming from a b quark. That event can also be said to be tagged with a b quark. For
the study of jets, usually the transverse momentum pT , different angular variables
and different deposit variables are considered along with whether or not they are
b-tagged.

This analysis is done by looking at the collection of jets and then considering the jet
in question. First it needs to be checked whether the jet in question has the expected
pT to fit into the analysis and if it is coming from the correct area. Then it can be
checked to see whether or not it is b-tagged. If it is, the analysis can move on to the
next set of jets. If this is also found to be b-tagged, and a pair has been found, it is
possible that they originate from a H → b b decay.

Hence, to investigate how many bjets that are produced is vital for the study because
it helps to identify whether the decay is from a Higgs boson. This result is also
applied in the next section which focuses on reconstruction of the Higgs hadronic b b
mass.

5.3 Discussion of results of the Higgs hadronic b b

mass reconstruction
In Figure 4.1.3, the reconstructed Higgs hadronic bb mass is presented. H → b b
is the most common Higgs decay. Therefore, to reconstruct the Higgs hadronic bb
mass, events with two bjets need to be taken and their invariant mass reconstructed.
It is to be expected that if the signal is reconstructed to an adequate level, then
the reconstruction should yield a peak at the Higgs mass. As can be seen from the
distribution, a peak can be observed at about 125 Gev. As well established, the mass
of the Higgs boson is known to be 125.35GeV ± 0.15GeV [24] which coincides with
what can be observed from the distribution.

This peak, as compared to the peak recorded for the mass of the Z boson, is rather
smeared. As mentioned before, the sharpness of the peak is dependent on how well
the mass can be reconstructed. In the case for the reconstruction for the Higgs mass
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from the hadronic bb, the b quarks need to be reconstructed. This is much more
complicated than for example reconstructing muons as was the case for the Z boson.
This is because quarks are very complex objects and difficult to reconstruct.

It should also be noted for this figure that even here the lack of data can be seen and
that the same measures could have been taken to improve the statistics. Concerning
the background, some background can be observed from the ZZ decays which is
reasonable since the Z boson can give rise to bb decays and therefore show up as the
background. None from the WW decays can however be observed. This can indicate
that the probability to reconstruct the bb mass is too low from WW background or
that the statistics are too low.

5.4 Discussion of results from the DM Pythia card
The aim for this part of the study was to apply the gained knowledge from the
established Pythia cards to the new Pythia card containing the DM particle. This
needed to be done in order to deduce whether LLPs can be studied through the
present framework of Delphes since this has never been done before. If this can be
done, then an analysis can be prepared to study the sensitivity to answer how well
LLPs can be measured.

From this study, it was found that the present framework has the ability to handle
displaced particles since it was possible to run it and produce a ROOT file just like
for the previously studied cases.

It needs to be conveyed however that there is as of yet no real physics behind this
card. The card only includes an extra particle which is for now a dummy but that
includes a DM particle with a substantial displacement. As can be seen from the
card in Section 8.2, certain settings have been modified in order to accommodate it.
The variable is set to a DM particle as of yet as mentioned, but this can easily be
changed.

What is important experimentally is that this card contains something very different.
As mentioned in the theory section for LLPs, Section 2.2, LLPs have long lifetimes
and the signature of a displaced vertex and this is what is to be modeled and studied
by this new card. The software and the entire analysis framework is designed for
the reconstruction of prompt particles (Z, H are both prompt), but the decay of the
DM particle will take longer. This means that it is vital to check whether the same
framework is able to handle a displaced object. Once it has been confirmed that the
framework is able to handle this matter, proper physics cases can be prepared.

To then follow-up and consider the second part of the question of how well the LLPs
can be measured, the produced ROOT file needs to be run through the analysis
framework. This has however, as of yet, not been successful through the FCCAnal-
yses framework. When the new ROOT file from the DM card is run through the
FCCAnalyses framework, it produces errors related to the sourcing of the code.
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Debugging of the code has been done with errors pointing to other areas of the
code which have regulated access. Due to the time span of this project, further
investigation could not be carried out but further debugging of the code is required.
Hence no numerical evaluation could be done for the sensitivity for LLPs but it can
be said that the system can support this type of displaced physics cases.

Although this leaves the study of this project to an open end, it does leave plenty of
room for further study, some of which is discussed in the outlook, Section 7.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion it can be said that the official software for the FCC project which is in
stages of development was successfully validated. The ZH Higgs production, which
is the benchmark for the FCC-ee, was generated and analyzed. Furthermore, a new
card with a displaced DM candidate was generated and run through the detector
simulation but could unfortunately not be run through the analysis framework. Fur-
ther investigation is required to find what might be the cause for the errors that are
arising and how they can be fixed.

7 Outlook

This area of research is constantly developing and evolving within the FCC-LLP
Community at CERN. Work is being carried out on many frontiers, phenomenolog-
ically, theoretically and experimentally. With the daily updating framework from
the software department and with a daily developing code, there is much room for
development till the planned start date of the FCC in 2035.

When concerning this project in particular, it can be said that the work definitely can
be taken further by debugging the analysis framework of FCCAnalyses. Furthermore,
recent discussions within the FCC-LLP Community have been leaning towards the
idea that a different framework other than Delphes might be optimal for the study of
LLPs even if it turns out to be possible to reconstruct them through Delphes. This
is therefore another very interesting area that can be explored further.
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8 Appendix

This section presents all the Pythia cards used for the simulations of the events
through Pythia 8 and Delphes. It also presents the ROOT output file achieved for
the new DM Pythia card.

8.1 Pythia cards
Following are the Pythia cards for the signal and the background processes used in
this project. Card 1 is for the main signal and Card 2 and 3 are for the background
processes.

Card 1: Pythia card for Higgs Strahlung signal containing code for the event generation.
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Card 2: Pythia card for ZZ background signal containing code for the event generation.

Card 3: Pythia card for WW background signal containing code for the event generation.
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8.2 New DM Pythia card
Following is the DM Pythia card containing the LLP for the signal.

Card 4: Pythia card for DM signal containing code for the event generation.
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8.3 Log output for DM file run
On the following pages is the file output achieved when running the new DM Pythia
card through Pythia 8 and Delphes.
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ApplicationMgr    SUCCESS  

============================================================================================== 

                         Welcome to ApplicationMgr (GaudiCoreSvc v34r0) 

                    running on lxplus707.cern.ch on Thu Dec 10 13:58:14 2020 

============================================================================================== 

ApplicationMgr       INFO Application Manager Configured successfully 

GenAlg.PileUpTool    INFO Current number of pileup events:  'numPileUpEvents':0 

RndmGenSvc.Engine    INFO Generator engine type:CLHEP::RanluxEngine 

RndmGenSvc.Engine    INFO Current Seed:1234567 Luxury:3 

RndmGenSvc           INFO Using Random engine:HepRndm::Engine<CLHEP::RanluxEngine> 

GenAlg.VertexSm...   INFO Smearing of interaction point with flat distribution  in x, y and z  

GenAlg.VertexSm...   INFO  applying TOF of interaction with positive beam direction 

GenAlg.VertexSm...   INFO  with 0 mm <= x <= 0 mm, 0 mm <= y <= 0 mm and 0 mm <= z <= 0 mm. 

 

 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*  

 |                                                                                    |  

 |  *------------------------------------------------------------------------------*  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  |   PPP   Y   Y  TTTTT  H   H  III    A      Welcome to the Lund Monte Carlo!  |  |  

 |  |   P  P   Y Y     T    H   H   I    A A     This is PYTHIA version 8.303      |  |  

 |  |   PPP     Y      T    HHHHH   I   AAAAA    Last date of change:  1 Sep 2020  |  |  

 |  |   P       Y      T    H   H   I   A   A                                      |  |  

 |  |   P       Y      T    H   H  III  A   A    Now is 10 Dec 2020 at 13:58:19    |  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  |   Christian Bierlich;  Department of Astronomy and Theoretical Physics,      |  |  

 |  |      Lund University, Solvegatan 14A, SE-223 62 Lund, Sweden;                |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: christian.bierlich@thep.lu.se                                   |  |  

 |  |   Nishita Desai;  Department of Theoretical Physics, Tata Institute,         |  |  

 |  |      Homi Bhabha Road, Mumbai 400005, India;                                 |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: desai@theory.tifr.res.in                                        |  |  

 |  |   Leif Gellersen;  Department of Astronomy and Theoretical Physics,          |  |  

 |  |      Lund University, Solvegatan 14A, SE-223 62 Lund, Sweden;                |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: leif.gellersen@thep.lu.se                                       |  |  

 |  |   Ilkka Helenius;  Department of Physics, University of Jyvaskyla,           |  |  

 |  |      P.O. Box 35, FI-40014 University of Jyvaskyla, Finland;                 |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: ilkka.m.helenius@jyu.fi                                         |  |  

 |  |   Philip Ilten;  Department of Physics,                                      |  |  

 |  |      University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221, USA;                    |  |  

 |  |      School of Physics and Astronomy,                                        |  |  

 |  |      University of Birmingham, Birmingham, B152 2TT, UK;                     |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: philten@cern.ch                                                 |  |  

 |  |   Leif Lonnblad;  Department of Astronomy and Theoretical Physics,           |  |  

 |  |      Lund University, Solvegatan 14A, SE-223 62 Lund, Sweden;                |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: leif.lonnblad@thep.lu.se                                        |  |  

 |  |   Stephen Mrenna;  Computing Division, Simulations Group,                    |  |  

 |  |      Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, MS 234, Batavia, IL 60510, USA;  |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: mrenna@fnal.gov                                                 |  |  

 |  |   Stefan Prestel;  Department of Astronomy and Theoretical Physics,          |  |  

 |  |      Lund University, Solvegatan 14A, SE-223 62 Lund, Sweden;                |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: stefan.prestel@thep.lu.se                                       |  |  

 |  |   Christine O. Rasmussen;  Department of Astronomy and Theoretical Physics,  |  |  

 |  |      Lund University, Solvegatan 14A, SE-223 62 Lund, Sweden;                |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: christine.rasmussen@thep.lu.se                                  |  |  

 |  |   Torbjorn Sjostrand;  Department of Astronomy and Theoretical Physics,      |  |  

 |  |      Lund University, Solvegatan 14A, SE-223 62 Lund, Sweden;                |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: torbjorn@thep.lu.se                                             |  |  

 |  |   Peter Skands;  School of Physics and Astronomy,                            |  |  

 |  |      Monash University, PO Box 27, 3800 Melbourne, Australia;                |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: peter.skands@monash.edu                                         |  |  

 |  |   Marius Utheim;  Department of Astronomy and Theoretical Physics,           |  |  

 |  |      Lund University, Solvegatan 14A, SE-223 62 Lund, Sweden;                |  |  

 |  |      e-mail: marius.utheim@thep.lu.se                                        |  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  |   The main program reference is 'An Introduction to PYTHIA 8.2',             |  |  

 |  |   T. Sjostrand et al, Comput. Phys. Commun. 191 (2015) 159                   |  |  

 |  |   [arXiv:1410.3012 [hep-ph]]                                                 |  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  |   The main physics reference is the 'PYTHIA 6.4 Physics and Manual',         |  |  

 |  |   T. Sjostrand, S. Mrenna and P. Skands, JHEP05 (2006) 026 [hep-ph/0603175]  |  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  |   An archive of program versions and documentation is found on the web:      |  |  

 |  |   http://www.thep.lu.se/Pythia                                               |  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  |   This program is released under the GNU General Public Licence version 2.   |  |  

 |  |   Please respect the MCnet Guidelines for Event Generator Authors and Users. |  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  |   Disclaimer: this program comes without any guarantees.                     |  |  

 |  |   Beware of errors and use common sense when interpreting results.           |  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  |   Copyright (C) 2020 Torbjorn Sjostrand                                      |  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  |                                                                              |  |  

 |  *------------------------------------------------------------------------------*  |  

 |                                                                                    |  

 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*  

 

 PYTHIA Warning in ParticleDataEntry::initBWmass: switching off width for id = 54 

 PYTHIA Warning in ParticleDataEntry::initBWmass: switching off width for id = 54 



 

 *-------  PYTHIA Process Initialization  --------------------------* 

 |                                                                  | 

 | We collide e- with e+ at a CM energy of 2.400e+02 GeV            | 

 |                                                                  | 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------| 

 |                                                    |             | 

 | Subprocess                                    Code |   Estimated | 

 |                                                    |    max (mb) | 

 |                                                    |             | 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------| 

 |                                                    |             | 

 | f fbar -> H0 Z0 (SM)                           904 |   1.658e-10 | 

 |                                                                  | 

 *-------  End PYTHIA Process Initialization -----------------------* 

 

 *-------  PYTHIA Flag + Mode + Parm + Word + FVec + MVec + PVec + WVec Settings (changes only)  ------------------*  

 |                                                                                                                 |  

 | Name                                          |                      Now |      Default         Min         Max |  

 |                                               |                          |                                      |  

 | Beams:eCM                                     |                240.00000 |    14000.000         0.0             |  

 | Beams:idA                                     |                       11 |         2212                         |  

 | Beams:idB                                     |                      -11 |         2212                         |  

 | HiggsSM:ffbar2HZ                              |                       on |          off                         |  

 | Next:numberCount                              |                      100 |         1000           0             |  

 | Random:setSeed                                |                       on |          off                         |  

 |                                                                                                                 |  

 *-------  End PYTHIA Flag + Mode + Parm + Word + FVec + MVec + PVec + WVec Settings  -----------------------------*  

 

 --------  PYTHIA Particle Data Table (changed only) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

      id   name            antiName         spn chg col      m0        mWidth      mMin       mMax       tau0    res dec ext 

vis wid 

             no onMode   bRatio   meMode     products  

 

      23  Z0                                  3   0   0   91.18760    2.50419   10.00000    0.00000  7.87987e-14   1   1   0 

0   0 

              0     0   0.1540492    0        1       -1  

              1     0   0.1194935    0        2       -2  

              2     0   0.1540386    0        3       -3  

              3     0   0.1193325    0        4       -4  

              4     0   0.1523269    0        5       -5  

              5     0   0.0335480    0       11      -11  

              6     0   0.0667305    0       12      -12  

              7     1   0.0335477    0       13      -13  

              8     0   0.0667305    0       14      -14  

              9     0   0.0334720    0       15      -15  

             10     0   0.0667305    0       16      -16  

 

      25  h0                                  1   0   0  125.00000    0.00782  124.60883  125.39117  2.52226e-11   1   1   0 

0   0 

              0     0   0.0000005    0        1       -1  

              1     0   0.0000001    0        2       -2  

              2     0   0.0001129    0        3       -3  

              3     0   0.0150579    0        4       -4  

              4     0   0.3011056    0        5       -5  

              5     0   0.0000000    0        6       -6  

              6     0   0.0000000    0       11      -11  

              7     0   0.0001140    0       13      -13  

              8     0   0.0328081    0       15      -15  

              9     0   0.0443856    0       21       21  

             10     0   0.0011987    0       22       22  

             11     0   0.0008432    0       22       23  

             12     0   0.0136624    0       23       23  

             13     0   0.1126598    0       24      -24  

             14     1   0.0000000  103  1000022  1000022  

             15     1   0.0000000  103  1000023  1000022  

             16     1   0.0000000  103  1000023  1000023  

             17     1   0.0000000  103  1000025  1000022  

             18     1   0.0000000  103  1000025  1000023  

             19     1   0.0000000  103  1000025  1000025  

             20     1   0.0000000  103  1000035  1000022  

             21     1   0.0000000  103  1000035  1000023  

             22     1   0.0000000  103  1000035  1000025  

             23     1   0.0000000  103  1000035  1000035  

             24     1   0.0000000  103  1000024 -1000024  

             25     1   0.0000000  103  1000024 -1000037  

             26     1   0.0000000  103  1000037 -1000024  

             27     1   0.0000000  103  1000037 -1000037  

             28     1   0.0000000  103  1000001 -1000001  

             29     1   0.0000000  103  2000001 -2000001  

             30     1   0.0000000  103  1000001 -2000001  

             31     1   0.0000000  103 -1000001  2000001  

             32     1   0.0000000  103  1000002 -1000002  

             33     1   0.0000000  103  2000002 -2000002  

             34     1   0.0000000  103  1000002 -2000002  

             35     1   0.0000000  103 -1000002  2000002  

             36     1   0.0000000  103  1000003 -1000003  



             37     1   0.0000000  103  2000003 -2000003  

             38     1   0.0000000  103  1000003 -2000003  

             39     1   0.0000000  103 -1000003  2000003  

             40     1   0.0000000  103  1000004 -1000004  

             41     1   0.0000000  103  2000004 -2000004  

             42     1   0.0000000  103  1000004 -2000004  

             43     1   0.0000000  103 -1000004  2000004  

             44     1   0.0000000  103  1000005 -1000005  

             45     1   0.0000000  103  2000005 -2000005  

             46     1   0.0000000  103  1000005 -2000005  

             47     1   0.0000000  103 -1000005  2000005  

             48     1   0.0000000  103  1000006 -1000006  

             49     1   0.0000000  103  2000006 -2000006  

             50     1   0.0000000  103  1000006 -2000006  

             51     1   0.0000000  103 -1000006  2000006  

             52     1   0.0000000  103  1000011 -1000011  

             53     1   0.0000000  103  2000011 -2000011  

             54     1   0.0000000  103  1000011 -2000011  

             55     1   0.0000000  103 -1000011  2000011  

             56     1   0.0000000  103  1000012 -1000012  

             57     1   0.0000000  103  2000012 -2000012  

             58     1   0.0000000  103  1000012 -2000012  

             59     1   0.0000000  103 -1000012  2000012  

             60     1   0.0000000  103  1000013 -1000013  

             61     1   0.0000000  103  2000013 -2000013  

             62     1   0.0000000  103  1000013 -2000013  

             63     1   0.0000000  103 -1000013  2000013  

             64     1   0.0000000  103  1000014 -1000014  

             65     1   0.0000000  103  2000014 -2000014  

             66     1   0.0000000  103  1000014 -2000014  

             67     1   0.0000000  103 -1000014  2000014  

             68     1   0.0000000  103  1000015 -1000015  

             69     1   0.0000000  103  2000015 -2000015  

             70     1   0.0000000  103  1000015 -2000015  

             71     1   0.0000000  103 -1000015  2000015  

             72     1   0.0000000  103  1000016 -1000016  

             73     1   0.0000000  103  2000016 -2000016  

             74     1   0.0000000  103  1000016 -2000016  

             75     1   0.0000000  103 -1000016  2000016  

             76     1   0.4780513  102       54   999998  

 

      54  GeneralResonance                    1   0   0    0.13490    0.00100    0.00000    0.00000  1.97525e-10   0   1   0 

0   0 

              0     1   0.0440440  101       21       21  

              1     1   0.0090090  101        3       -3  

              2     1   0.5415415  101        4       -4  

              3     1   0.0040040  101       13      -13  

              4     1   0.4014014  101       15      -15  

 

  999998  GeneralResonance                    1   0   0    0.13490    0.00100    0.00000    0.00000  1.00000e+00   0   1   0 

1   0 

              0     1   1.0000000  101       12      -12  

 

 --------  End PYTHIA Particle Data Table 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

GenAlg.HepMCPro...   INFO Particle type chosen randomly from : -211 

GenAlg.HepMCPro...   INFO Momentum range: 100 GeV <-> 100 GeV 

GenAlg.HepMCPro...   INFO Theta range: 0.1 rad <-> 0.4 rad 

GenAlg.HepMCPro...   INFO Phi range: 0 rad <-> 6.28319 rad 

** INFO: adding module        ParticlePropagator       ParticlePropagator  

** INFO: adding module        Efficiency               ChargedHadronTrackingEfficiency 

** INFO: adding module        Efficiency               ElectronTrackingEfficiency 

** INFO: adding module        Efficiency               MuonTrackingEfficiency  

** INFO: adding module        Merger                   TrackMergerPre  

** INFO: adding module        TrackCovariance          TrackSmearing  

** INFO: adding module        Merger                   TrackMerger  

** INFO: adding module        DualReadoutCalorimeter   Calorimeter  

** INFO: adding module        Merger                   EFlowMerger  

** INFO: adding module        Efficiency               PhotonEfficiency  

** INFO: adding module        Isolation                PhotonIsolation  

** INFO: adding module        PdgCodeFilter            ElectronFilter  

** INFO: adding module        PdgCodeFilter            MuonFilter  

** INFO: adding module        Efficiency               ElectronEfficiency  

** INFO: adding module        Isolation                ElectronIsolation  

** INFO: adding module        Efficiency               MuonEfficiency  

** INFO: adding module        Isolation                MuonIsolation  

** INFO: adding module        Merger                   MissingET  

** INFO: adding module        Merger                   ScalarHT  

** INFO: adding module        PdgCodeFilter            NeutrinoFilter  

** INFO: adding module        FastJetFinder            GenJetFinder  

** INFO: adding module        Merger                   GenMissingET  

** INFO: adding module        FastJetFinder            FastJetFinder  

** INFO: adding module        EnergyScale              JetEnergyScale  

** INFO: adding module        JetFlavorAssociation     JetFlavorAssociation  

** INFO: adding module        BTagging                 BTagging  

** INFO: adding module        TauTagging               TauTagging  

** INFO: adding module        UniqueObjectFinder       UniqueObjectFinder  

** INFO: adding module        TreeWriter               TreeWriter  



** INFO: initializing module  Delphes  

** INFO: initializing module  ParticlePropagator  

** INFO: initializing module  ChargedHadronTrackingEfficiency 

** INFO: initializing module  ElectronTrackingEfficiency 

** INFO: initializing module  MuonTrackingEfficiency  

** INFO: initializing module  TrackMergerPre  

** INFO: initializing module  TrackSmearing  

** INFO: initializing module  TrackMerger  

** INFO: initializing module  Calorimeter  

** INFO: initializing module  EFlowMerger  

** INFO: initializing module  PhotonEfficiency  

** INFO: initializing module  PhotonIsolation  

** INFO: initializing module  MuonFilter  

** INFO: initializing module  ElectronFilter  

** INFO: initializing module  ElectronEfficiency  

** INFO: initializing module  ElectronIsolation  

** INFO: initializing module  MuonEfficiency  

** INFO: initializing module  MuonIsolation  

** INFO: initializing module  MissingET  

** INFO: initializing module  NeutrinoFilter  

** INFO: initializing module  GenJetFinder  

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#                         FastJet release 3.3.2 

#                 M. Cacciari, G.P. Salam and G. Soyez  

#     A software package for jet finding and analysis at colliders  

#                           http://fastjet.fr  

#   

# Please cite EPJC72(2012)1896 [arXiv:1111.6097] if you use this package 

# for scientific work and optionally PLB641(2006)57 [hep-ph/0512210].  

#  

# FastJet is provided without warranty under the terms of the GNU GPLv2. 

# It uses T. Chan's closest pair algorithm, S. Fortune's Voronoi code 

# and 3rd party plugin jet algorithms. See COPYING file for details. 

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

** INFO: initializing module  GenMissingET  

** INFO: initializing module  FastJetFinder  

** INFO: initializing module  JetEnergyScale  

** INFO: initializing module  JetFlavorAssociation  

** INFO: initializing module  BTagging  

** INFO: initializing module  TauTagging  

** INFO: initializing module  UniqueObjectFinder  

** INFO: initializing module  ScalarHT  

** INFO: initializing module  TreeWriter  

DelphesSimulation    INFO Delphes simulation will use the following modules:  

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: ParticlePropagator 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: ChargedHadronTrackingEfficiency 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: ElectronTrackingEfficiency 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: MuonTrackingEfficiency 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: TrackMergerPre 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: TrackSmearing 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: TrackMerger 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: Calorimeter 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: EFlowMerger 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: PhotonEfficiency 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: PhotonIsolation 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: MuonFilter 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: ElectronFilter 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: ElectronEfficiency 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: ElectronIsolation 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: MuonEfficiency 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: MuonIsolation 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: MissingET 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: NeutrinoFilter 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: GenJetFinder 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: GenMissingET 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: FastJetFinder 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: JetEnergyScale 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: JetFlavorAssociation 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: BTagging 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: TauTagging 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: UniqueObjectFinder 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: ScalarHT 

DelphesSimulation    INFO -- Module: TreeWriter 

EventLoopMgr      WARNING Unable to locate service "EventSelector"  

EventLoopMgr      WARNING No events will be processed from external input. 

ApplicationMgr       INFO Application Manager Initialized successfully 

ApplicationMgr       INFO Application Manager Started successfully 

 PYTHIA Error in Pythia::check: incorrect colours , i = 13, id = 21 cols = 0 0 

 PYTHIA Error in Pythia::next: check of event revealed problems  

 PYTHIA Error in ParticleDecays::decay: failed to find workable decay channel  

 

 --------  PYTHIA Info Listing  ----------------------------------------  

  

 Beam A: id = 11    , pz = 1.200e+02 , e = 1.200e+02 , m = 5.110e-04 . 

 Beam B: id = -11   , pz = -1.200e+02, e = 1.200e+02 , m = 5.110e-04 . 

 

 In 1: id = 11  , x = 1.000e+00 , pdf = 3.595e+07  at Q2 = 5.760e+04 . 

 In 2: id = -11 , x = 1.000e+00 , pdf = 7.951e+05  at same Q2. 

 



 Subprocess f fbar -> H0 Z0 (SM) with code 904 is 2 -> 2. 

 It has sHat = 5.760e+04 ,    tHat = -1.691e+04,    uHat = -1.522e+04, 

       pTHat = 4.237e+01 ,   m3Hat = 1.250e+02 ,   m4Hat = 9.925e+01 , 

    thetaHat = 1.654e+00 ,  phiHat = 3.357e+00 . 

     alphaEM = 7.904e-03 ,  alphaS = 1.132e-01     at Q2 = 5.760e+04 . 

 

 Impact parameter b = 0.000e+00  gives enhancement factor = 1.000e+00 . 

 Max pT scale for MPI = 2.400e+02 , ISR = 2.400e+02 , FSR = 2.400e+02 . 

 Number of MPI = 1    , ISR = 0    , FSRproc = 0    , FSRreson = 0    . 

 

 --------  End PYTHIA Info Listing  ------------------------------------ 

 

 --------  PYTHIA Event Listing  (hard process) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

    no         id  name            status     mothers   daughters     colours      p_x        p_y        p_z         e 

m  

0     90           (system)           -11     0     0     0     0     0     0      0.000      0.000      0.000    240.000 

240.000 

     1         11  (e-)               -12     0     0     3     0     0     0      0.000      0.000    120.000    120.000 

0.001 

     2        -11  (e+)               -12     0     0     4     0     0     0      0.000      0.000   -120.000    120.000 

0.001 

     3         11  (e-)               -21     1     0     5     6     0     0      0.000      0.000    120.000    120.000 

0.000 

     4        -11  (e+)               -21     2     0     5     6     0     0      0.000      0.000   -120.000    120.000 

0.000 

     5         25  (h0)               -22     3     4     7     8     0     0    -41.390     -9.052     -3.527    132.031 

124.999 

     6         23  (Z0)               -22     3     4     9    10     0     0     41.390      9.052      3.527    107.969 

99.246 

     7         54  GeneralResonance    23     5     0     0     0     0     0     -8.035     -8.116    -62.898     63.926 

0.135 

     8     999998  GeneralResonance    23     5     0     0     0     0     0    -33.354     -0.936     59.370     68.105 

0.135 

     9         13  mu-                 23     6     0     0     0     0     0      4.492     50.126     12.927     51.961 

0.106 

    10        -13  mu+                 23     6     0     0     0     0     0     36.898    -41.074     -9.399     56.008 

0.106 

                                   Charge sum:  0.000           Momentum sum:     -0.000     -0.000      0.000    240.000 

240.000 

 

 --------  End PYTHIA Event Listing 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 --------  PYTHIA Event Listing  (complete event) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

    no         id  name            status     mothers   daughters     colours      p_x        p_y        p_z         e 

m  

     0         90  (system)           -11     0     0     0     0     0     0      0.000      0.000      0.000    240.000 

240.000 

     1         11  (e-)               -12     0     0     3     0     0     0      0.000      0.000    120.000    120.000 

0.001 

     2        -11  (e+)               -12     0     0     4     0     0     0      0.000      0.000   -120.000    120.000 

0.001 

     3         11  (e-)               -21     1     0     5     6     0     0      0.000      0.000    120.000    120.000 

0.000 

     4        -11  (e+)               -21     2     0     5     6     0     0      0.000      0.000   -120.000    120.000 

0.000 

     5         25  (h0)               -22     3     4     9    10     0     0    -41.390     -9.052     -3.527    132.031 

124.999 

     6         23  (Z0)               -22     3     4    11    12     0     0     41.390      9.052      3.527    107.969 

99.246 

     7         22  gamma               63     1     0     0     0     0     0      0.000      0.000      0.000      0.000 

0.000 

     8         22  gamma               63     2     0     0     0     0     0      0.000      0.000     -0.000      0.000 

0.000 

     9         54  GeneralResonance    23     5     0     0     0     0     0     -8.035     -8.116    -62.898     63.926 

0.135 

    10     999998  (GeneralResonance) -23     5     0    13    14     0     0    -33.354     -0.936     59.370     68.105 

0.135 

    11         13  mu-                 23     6     0     0     0     0     0      4.492     50.126     12.927     51.961 

0.106 

    12        -13  mu+                 23     6     0     0     0     0     0     36.898    -41.074     -9.399     56.008 

0.106 

    13         12  nu_e                91    10     0     0     0     0     0    -25.124     -0.736     44.823     51.389 

0.000 

    14        -12  nu_ebar             91    10     0     0     0     0     0     -8.231     -0.200     14.548     16.716 

0.000 

                                   Charge sum:  0.000           Momentum sum:     -0.000     -0.000     -0.000    240.000 

240.000 

 

 --------  End PYTHIA Event Listing 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ApplicationMgr       INFO Application Manager Stopped successfully 

DelphesSimulation    INFO Exiting Delphes... 

EventLoopMgr         INFO Histograms converted successfully according to request. 

ToolSvc              INFO Removing all tools created by ToolSvc 



ApplicationMgr       INFO Application Manager Finalized successfully 

ApplicationMgr       INFO Application Manager Terminated successfully 

 -->  GenAlg 

 -->  Converter 

 -->  DelphesSimulation 

 -->  out 
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